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This paper presents an extension of the umbral calculus to infinitely many 
variables, in which the role of functional composition of formal power series in one 
variable is replaced by that of plethysm of formal power series in infinitely many 
variables. The basic notion involved is that of sequences of polynomials of 
plethystic type (in infinitely many variables). We obtain a plethystic analog of the 
transfer formula, which yields a plethystic analog of Abel polynomials. We also find 
combinatorial interpretations of the plethystic Abel polynomial nd the plethystic 
inverse Abel polynomial. © 1993 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The intimate relationship between functional composition, Hopf 
algebras, and the Heaviside operator calculus (which from its nineteenth 
century origins has evolved into what is now called the umbral calculus) 
has been slow to emerge. In a series of papers written by G.-C. Rota and 
his collaborators, the fact that the fundamental formula of the umbral 
calculus, what Roman and Rota called the transfer formula, was roughly 
equivalent to the Lagrange inversion formula (in any of its manifold 
versions) was adumbrated almost as an afterthought. The connection 
was more explicitly brought out in the multivariable generalizations of 
the umbral calculus, such as Joni [11], Parrish [24], Reiner [-25], and 
Roman [26]. 
The Hopf-theoretic underpinning of the umbral calculus was finally 
made apparent in the lengthy treatment of Roman and Rota [28]. 
Although the language of Hopf algebras is not explicitly used here, it is 
nevertheless apparent hat at more than one point in their treatment the 
authors are led in the right direction by unstated Hopfian considerations. 
Perhaps the main merit of Roman and Rota's treatment of the umbral 
calculus (and of the thorough book length treatment by Roman that was 
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shortly to follow) is to have brought out the intimate connection between 
coalgebra morphisms and functional composition on the one hand (leading 
to the transfer formula), and between co-derivations and recursive genera- 
tion of sequences of polynomials of binomial type, on the other (leading 
to what they call the recursion formula). The connection was further 
developed in a remarkable series of papers by Barnabei, Brini, and 
Nicoletti [ 1-3 ]. 
The way was thus open for a linkage of other formulas of functional 
composition occurring in algebra and combinatorics, with coalgebra maps 
in more complex Hopf algebras. The discovery of any such linkage, it was 
then conjectured by Rota, might lead to extensions of the umbral calculus 
to more powerful and far-reaching calculi. It is the purpose of this work to 
develop one such extension. The underlying notion of functional composi- 
tion which is our point of departure is plethystic omposition of formal 
power series in infinitely many variables. This remarkable notion, first 
introduced by D. E. Littlewood, has proved indispensable in enumeration 
as well as in representation theory. 
The trail to the Hopf algebra that is associated with plethystic omposi- 
tion had been opened in some previous work of Loeb [16]. Furthermore, 
in the thesis of Nava [22] the operation of plethystic omposition was 
interpreted as the product in a reduced incidence algebra. Nava's result, 
when compared with the interpretation of ordinary functional composition 
as the product in the reduced incidence algebra of partitions (due to 
Doubilet, Rota, and Stanley [5]), indicated a clear analogy between the 
two kinds of functional composition. In a recent paper [4], the author has 
presented a simplified version of Nava's result. It turns out that the basic 
Hopf algebra operations of product, coproduct and antipode have to be 
enriched in order to obtain an operator calculus that "explains" plethysm. 
We borrow the Frobenius and Verschiebung operators from the Witt 
calculus. These operators play a major role in the compositional calculus; 
with the addition of these operators, we obtain a Hopf algebra in which 
not only a full analog of the umbral calculus can be developed, but where 
some unclarified notions of the umbral calculus are fully understood in 
their natural ambiance. 
We obtain a plethystic analog of the transfer formula, which we believe 
is the proper generalization of the Lagrange inversion formula to plethystic 
composition. The plethystic transfer formula is powerful enough to 
yield the plethystic analog of Abel polynomials, which we prove to 
enumerate "plethystic forests," and the plethystic analog of the inverse 
Abel polynomials. 
We have developed our results in a language that avoids the explicit 
recourse to Hopf algebras, preferring instead the established language of 
the umbral calculus, which does not require any Hopf algebra background. 
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Thus, our basic notion is that of polynomial sequences of plethystic type 
(in infinitely many variables). We stress the fact that these sequences of 
polynomials are not defined merely by a functional equation which imitates 
in infinitely many variables the classical binomial-type formula in one 
variable, but their definition requires an essential additional property 
expressed in terms of the Verschiebung operator. 
We hazard the belief that with the compositional umbral calculus, the 
ideas set out in the umbral calculus of Rota have reached their broadest 
and natural range of application, and we express the hope that the bijective 
interpretations of the ideas set forth in this paper will not take long to 
follow. 
2. COMPOSITIONS AND COMPOSITIONALS 
The starting point of this paper is a problem suggested by G.-C. Rota 
of finding a plethystic analog of the theory of umbral calculus in which 
the role of composition of formal power series in one variable is 
replaced by that of plethysm of formal power series in infinitely many 
variables. Let f (x l ,  x2 .... ) and g(x l ,  x2 .... ) be two formal power series 
with g(0, 0 .... ) = 0. The plethysm of f and g, denoted by f (g (x l ,  x2, ...)), 
is defined as the following formal power series 
f (g l (x l ,  x2 .... ), ga(xl,  x2, ...), ...), 
where  gk(x l ,  X2, ...)= g(Xk, X2k, X3k . . . .  )" A combinator ia l  study of  
plethysm is developed in [4], and it turns out that such a combinatorial 
explanation of plethysm is necessary for the desired umbral calculus in 
infinitely many variables. The reader is therefore referred to [4] for the 
theory of compositionals. Nevertheless, we shall recall some basic notation 
and definitions which will often appear in the present paper. Let 2 = 
(21, 22, ...) and p = (#,, #2 .... ) be two compositons of integers. Here a com- 
position of a nonnegative integer n is a sequence (il, ie, ...) of nonnegative 
integers uch that the sequence ventually goes to zero and il + i2 + . . . .  n. 
Let X= (xl, x2 .... ) be a sequence of variables. We shall use the following 
notation: 
2!=21! 2e!'-., t21 = ~1-t- ~2-q - " ' ' ,  2 ~___ y = ()~1 -~ #1,  )~2 ~- ~2,  ...), 
(~)~=(Xl)~ (x~),~..., X-~ y-~l y 22 ¢~1 ¢~2 " " "' 
\#11\#:1 
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For two integer compositions 2 and /~, we shall use /~ ~< 2 to denote the 
componentwise r lation #; ~< 2i for all i, and use # < 2 to denote ~ ~< 2, but 
A composition of a finite set E is defined as a sequence (El, Ez .... ) of 
disjoint subsets of E such that E1 ~ E2 w . . . .  E and E; eventually goes to 
~.  We shall denote such a composition by C: Ea + E2 + "" ". The set E is 
said to be the underlying set of C. The type of C is defined as the integer 
composition 2= (21, 22, ...), where 2~= lEvi. A compositional is defined as 
a functor from the category of compositions with bijections of the under- 
lying sets to the category of finite sets with bijections. Given a composi- 
tional M and a composition C: E l+E2+. . . ,  we shall use M[C] to 
denote the set of all M-structures on C. A compositional M is said to be 
a delta compositional if M[~]  = ~.  For a composition C of type ,~, we 
may also use [M[21, 22, ...][ to denote the cardinality of the set M[C]. 
The generating function of a compositional M is defined as the following 
series: 
X'~1~¢-'~2 . • • t ¢~2 M(Xl, X2 .... )= ~ IME21,& .... 31 
21,22  . . . .  21  ! *~2 ! " ' "  " 
By means of compositionals, we have found combinatorial interpretations 
of operations on formal power series in infinitely many variable, including 
addition, multiplication and plethysm. Furthermore, the theory of 
compositionals also plays an important role in the compositional calculus 
developed in this paper. 
3. ENRICHED FUNCTIONS ON COMPOSITIONS 
In the classic umbral calculus, it is well known that a polynomial 
sequence {pn(x)} is of binomial type if and only if p,(x) counts the 
number of certain enriched functions from a set of n elements to a set of 
x elements. Here we allow the enriching combinatorial structure to be a 
weighted species, in other words, we may regard any number in a field K 
as the number of certain kind of combinatorial structures on a finite set. 
We start with a compositional analog of this characterization f binomial 
sequences, and introduce the notion of enriched functions from a composi- 
tion to a composition. Then we shall show that a sequence {p2(X)} is of 
compositional type if and only if there exists a summable sequence 
N1,  N 2 . . . .  of delta compositionals such that p2(X) counts the number of 
(N1, N2, ...)-enriched functions from a composition of type (21, 22, ...) to a 
composition of type (Xa, x2 .... ). Of course, the notion of weighted composi- 
tionals is tacitly used in this characterization f compositional sequences. 
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Let E = E1 + E2 + "-" and Jr-= X1 + )(2 + --- be compositions. A function 
from E1 + E2 +""  to X 1 + X 2 +"-  is simply a function from E to X. 
However, the structure of the fiber of a function on compositions is dif- 
ferent from that of the fiber of a function on sets. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Fiber, Fiber Set, and Fiber Compound). Let f be a 
function from a composition E1 + E2 + ' "  to a composition X1 + X2 + .-'. 
Suppose x is an element in Xj. We define the ith fiber of x with respect o 
f as 
f i l ( x )  = {a l a~Ei, f(a)= x}, 
and we define the fiber of x as the compositon 
f l (x) : f~l (x)+f21(x)+ .... 
Given any Xj, the set of fibers of elements in Xj is called the j th  fiber set 
of f ,  denoted by Pj. Then the sequence (P1, P2, ...) is a compound which 
we call the fiber compound off .  
DEFINITION 3.2 (Enriched Functions on Compositions). Let C:E= 
E1 +E2+ "" and D: X=X1 +X2+ "" be compositions. Let N1, N2, ... be 
a sequence of delta compositionals. Then a function f from C to D 
enriched by (N 1, N2, ...) is a function f from C to D with each fiber of 
x s Xi having an N; structure. 
Note that in the above definition, we do not require that N1, N2, ... be 
a summable sequence. Recall that N1, N2, ... is said to be summable if for 
any composition C there exist only a finite number of Ni such that 
Ni[C] ~.  The notion of enriched functions on compositions ties up to 
formal polynomials defined below. For a monomial ,.;~1,.~2 ...~1 ~2 , we shall 
define its degree by its total degree, namely, 21 + )~2 + "' ", denoted 
,~1 42 deg(xlx2 . . . )=21+22+ ---. 
Throughout his paper, we shall use K to denote a field of characteristic 0 
and use K[X] to denote the vector space of polynomials in X over K. 
DEFINITION 3.3 (Formal Polynomials). A formal power series 
f (x l ,  x2, ...) is said to be a formal polynomial if it has a bounded degree. 
For example, (xl-~-x2-Jc ,..)n is a formal polynomial of degree n. If 
f (x l ,  x2, ...) is a formal polynomial, then it becomes a polynomial when we 
set all but a finite number of xi's to zero. However, the converse is not true. 
A counterexample is f(xl ,  X2, X3 . . . .  ) = (1 -} -X l ) ( I  + X2) ( I  + X3) ' "  ". 
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DEFINITION 3.4 (Sequence of Formal Polynomials). A sequence of 
formal polynomials {p~(X)} indexed by integer compositions i called a 
sequence of polynomials if
1. po(X)= 1. 
2. p~(0, 0, 0, ...) = 0 for any 2 > 0. 
DEFINITION 3.5 (Sequence of (Formal) Polynomials of Compositional 
Type). A sequence {pa(X)} of (formal) polynomials is said to be of 
compositional type if for any 2, 
P).(X+Y)=o<,u<~z(2)P~(X) F  p _Ar). 
We shall call the above identity the compositional identity. 
For simplicity, we shall also call a sequence of polynomials of composi- 
tional type a compositional sequence. Analogous to the fact that every 
binomial sequence {pn(x)} arises from enriched functions, we are going 
to show that every compositional sequence of formal polynomials also 
arises from enriched functions on compositions. First, it is easy to see the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose NI, N2 .... is a sequence of delta composi- 
tionals and p2(X) counts the number of (N1, N2 .... )-enriched functions from 
a composition of type 2 to a composition of type (Xl, x2 .... ). Then {pz(X)} 
is a sequence of compositional type. 
We shall prove the converse of the above proposition which leads to a 
characterization f compositional sequences in terms of enriched functions 
on compositions. 
DEFINITION 3.7 (Factorial Compositional). Let ~"1-~2"~ " ' "  be a 
composition of type (xl, x2 .... ). The factorial compositional F(X1, X 2 .... ) 
is defined as 
F(X1, X2, ...)[El + E2 + "" "] 
= {(f l , f2 .... ) I f i is a 1-1 function from Eito 2"/}. 
The generating function of the factorial compositional can be easily 
determined as follows: 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Let X=X~+ X2+ ... be a composition of type 
(Xl, x2, ...) and F(X1, X2, ...) be the factorial compositional. Then we have 
F(X1,  X2 .... ) ( t l ,  t2 .... ) ~-~ I~ (1 -~ ti) xi. 
i~>l 
By using the factorial compositional, the concept of enriched functions 
can be interpreted by the composition of the factorial compositional nd a 
sequence of delta compositionals. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let X=XI  + X2+ ... be a composition of type 
(Xl, x2, ...) and N1, N2 .... be a sequence of delta compositionals. Let R be 
the compositional of enriched functions by N1, N 2 ..... Then 
R = F(X1, X2, ...)(N~, N2, ...). 
Proof An enriched function f from a composition E1 + E2-b  - -"  to a 
composition X1 + X2 + ... is uniquely determined by its fiber compound 
with enriched structures and injective functions from the ith fiber set to Xi 
for all i. Therefore, by the combinatorial interpretation of the general 
composition of compositionals, it follows that the compositional R of 
enriched functions is the general composition of the factorial compositional 
and the sequence of delta compositionals N1, N2, .... | 
COROLLARY 3.10. The generating function of the compositional of 
R-enriched functions is' given by 
R(tl,t2 .... )=[ I  (l+Ni(tl, t2 .... ))x~. 
i>~ l
Now we are ready to give a characterization of sequences of formal 
polynomials of compositional type in terms of their generating functions. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. A sequence {p~.(X)} of formal polynomials is of 
compositional type if and only if there exists a sequence of delta series 
gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2, ...), ... such that 
T 2 
Z p~(X) - - '~=e Xlgl(tl't2'''')+x2g2(tl't2"''')+ "'" 
COROLLARY 3.12. Suppose {px(X)} is a sequence of formal polynomials 
of compositional type. Then we have 
deg pa(X) <~ I~1, for all ~. 
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Now we are led to the equivalence of the algebraic definition and 
the combinatorial interpretation of sequences of formal polynomials of 
compositional type. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let {p~(X)} be a sequence of formal polynomials. Then 
it is a sequence of compositional type if and only if there exists a sequence 
of delta compositionals uch that p~(X) counts the number of enriched 
functions from a composition of type 2 to a composition of type X. 
For a delta compositional N, we shall use the following notation, 
exp +(N) = ~ )'n(N), 
n>~l 
where ?n(N) is the nth divided power of N. By Corollary 3.10, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let X=XI+ X2+ ... be a composition of type 
(xl, x2 .... ) and N1, N2 .... be a sequence of delta compositionals. Let Q be 
the compositional of enriched functions by exp + (N1), exp + (N2), .... Then the 
generating function of Q is given by 
Q( t l , t2, ...) = e Ei~ xiNi(tl't2" " )" 
DEnNITION 3.15 (Power Compositional). Let X1 + X2 + .." be a com- 
position of type (Xl, x2 .... ). The power compositional P(X1, X2,...) is 
defined as 
P(X1, X2 .... )[-El + E2 + --.] = {(f~, f2, ...) [ f~ is a function from Ei to X~}. 
Proposition 3.14 suggests the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.16. Let X1 + X2 + "'" be a composition of type (xl, x2, ...), 
F(X1, X2, ...) the factorial compositional nd P(X1, X2, ...) the power com- 
positional Then for any sequence N 1, N2 .... of delta compositionals, we have 
F( X1, X2 .... )(exp+(N1), exp+(N2) .... )= P( X1, X2 .... )( N1, N2 .... ). (3.1) 
Proof Let C be a composition of a finite set E, and let P1 + P2 + "'" be 
a compound of C. For any function f which maps a composition Ci ~ P; 
to an element in X;, we may repartition P~ according to the following rule: 
two compositions in Pi are in the same block if they are mapped to the 
same element by f. Such a process of repartitioning each P~ can also be 
obtained by partitioning each composition into a compound, which 
corresponds to the operation of divided powers on each compositional N~. 
This completes the proof. | 
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The above theorem provides an alternative description of enriched func- 
tions. We shall recall an example. Consider the reluctant functions intro- 
duced by Mullin and Rota [21], namely, the enriched functions by the 
species of forests of rooted trees. Let R be the species of rooted trees. Then 
exp + (R) is the species of forests of rooted trees, and reluctant functions 
from S to X can also be explained as functions from a forest of rooted trees 
(with each rooted tree being treated as a single element) to the set JL Thus, 
for a forest of k rooted trees, there are x k ways to construct a reluctant 
function, where x is the cardinality of X. This fact generalizes as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.17. The number of (exp+(N1),exp+(N2),...)-enriched 
functions from a composition C to a composition X 1 + X2 + "" can be com- 
puted as follows: For any compound P1 + P2 ÷ "'" of C, put an N i structure 
on each composition in Pi, then assign J(~ as the weight of the whole 
structure, where I~ is the type of the compound P1 + P2 ÷ "'" while treated as 
a composition. Then the total number of (exp + (N1), exp + (N2), ...)-enriched 
functions is the weighted sum over all structures obtained above. 
Note that if N1, N2 .... is a summable sequence of delta compositionals, 
then exp+(N1), exp+(N2) .... is also a summable sequence of delta 
compositionals. The above corollary turns out to be useful for studying 
plethystic trees and plethystic Abel polynomials. 
4. CONJUGATE SEQUENCES 
In this section, we shall study when a compositional sequence of formal 
polynomials is a compositional sequence of polynomials (containing only 
finitely many monomials)? when it is a full degree sequence? and when it 
is a full sequence? 
DEFINITION 4.1 (Full Sequence, Full Degree Sequence). A sequence of 
polynomials {p;~(X)} is called a full sequence if it is a polynomial sequence 
and it forms a basis of K[X].  A sequence {p~(J()} is called a full degree 
sequence if deg px(X) = ]2[ for all 2. 
DEFINITION 4.2 (Conjugate Sequence). Suppose {p~(X)} is a sequence 
of formal polynomials of compositional type and gl(tl ,  t2,...), 
g2(t~, t2, ...) .... is a sequence of delta series satisfying 
T 2 
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Then we call gl(t~, t2 . . . .  ) ,  g2(tl, t2 .... ) .... the conjugate sequence of 
Recall that a sequence g~(tz, t2, ...), g2(t~, t2 .... ) is said to be summable 
if for any integer composition 2 there are only finitely many g~(t~, t2, ...) 
such that the coefficient of T J~ in gi(tl ,  t2 .... ) is nonzero [4]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let {pa(X)} be a sequence of formal polynomials of com- 
positional type with conjugate sequence gl(t l ,  t2, ...), g2(tl, t2 . . . .  ), .... Then 
{p~(J()} is a sequence of polynomials if and only if gl(t l ,  t2 .... ), 
gz(tl, t~_ .... ) .... is a summable sequence of delta series. 
Proof Suppose {p).(X)} is a sequence of polynomials. Observe that the 
generating function of {p;.(X)} is the composition of the series 
;~ T a 
f ( t l ,  t2, . . . )=e xl' l+x2'2+'= Z X --~., 
2>/0 
and the sequence of delta series gl(t l ,  t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2 .... ) ..... Let M be a 
compositional with generating function f ( t l ,  t 2 .... ), and Ark be a delta 
compositional with generating function g~(t~, t2, ...) for all k. We want to 
prove that N~, N2 .... is a summable sequence. Suppose N~, N2, ... is not a 
summable sequence. Then there exists a composition C such that there are 
infinitely many k satisfying Nk[C]  ¢~.  Let 2 be the type of C. Let rc i be 
the compound of C with C as its ith block and ~ as other blocks, i.e., 
rc i = ~ + ~ + ... + {C} + ~ + ~ + ..., where C appears in the ith block. 
Then ~i can be regarded as a composition of type ei for the compositional 
M. Conversely, if a compound ~z of C is of type ei as a composition for M, 
then ~ must be equal to rc~. Since there are infinitely many Ark such that 
Nk[C] e l  g ,  we obtain from the combinatorial interpretation of general 
composition of compositionals that p~.(X) must contain infinitely many 
terms of the form cix~(ci ¢ 0). This contradicts the assumption that p~(X) 
is a polynomial. 
Conversely, suppose gl(t~,t2 .... ), g2(tz, t2 .... ) .... is a summable 
sequence of delta series. Let M and Nk be the compositionals as before. 
From the General Composition Theorem [4] we see that M(N1, N2 .... ) 
is well-defined. Since ]M[2][ =X x, it follows that p;~(X) is a polynomial 
in)(. | 
Next we give a characterization of full sequences of polynomials of 
compositional type. 
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DEFINITION 4.4 (Leading Sequence, Leading Polynomials). Let {pa(X)} 
be a sequence of polynomials of compositional type. We define the 
sequence {q;~(X)} as follows: if we write 
then qx(X) is given by 
pz(X)= ~ auX", 
[ul ~< I.tl 
q~(X)= ~ auX ~. 
We shall call q)~(X) the leading polynomial of p~(X) and call {q;.(X)} the 
leading sequence of {p).(X)}. 
Note that if {p).(X)} is not a full degree sequence, then q;~(X) might be 
0 for some 2. The following proposition establishes the connection between 
the leading sequence of a polynomial sequence {p~(X)} and the linear 
sequence of a sequence of delta series. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose {px(X)} is a sequence of polynomials of com- 
positional type with conjugate sequence gl(tx, t2, ...), g2(tl, t2 .... ) ..... Let 
{qx(X)} be the leading sequence of {p;~(J()} and f l , f2  .... be the linear 
sequence of gl, g2, ..., i.e., f~. is the sum of the linear terms in gi. Then 
{qx(X)} is a compositional sequence with conjugate sequence f l ( t l ,  t2 .... ), 
f2(t~, t2 .... ), .... 
The above proposition can be restated in terms of the linear matrix of 
the sequence gl(tl,  t2, ...), g2(tl, t2, ...), ..., which is defined by (aij) with a~ 
being the coefficient of tj in gi- We now consider linear transformations on
the vector space K~ IX] of all homogeneous polynomials in X of degree 1. 
Clearly Xl, x2, ... is a basis of K1 IX]. Let T be a linear transformation on 
K1 IX]. Set 
Tx ,= S a~xj. 
j>~l 
Then we may associate an infinite matrix (a~) with T, denoted M(T). We 
shall call M(T) the standard matrix of T. It is obvious that there is a 1-1 
correspondence b tween the set of linear transformations on KI[X] and the 
set of row finite matrices. Recall that an infinite matrix is said to be row 
finite if in every row, there are only a finite number of nonzero elements. For 
two linear transformations T and S, their product TS is defined as 
TS(v) = T(S(v))o 
for any v ~ K~ IX]. The preceding proposition can be restated as follows. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose {pa(X)} is a sequence of polynomials of com- 
positional type with conjugate sequence gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2 .... ) ..... Let 
{q~(X)} be the leading sequence of {pa(X)} and A be the linear matrix of 
gl(tl, t2, ...), g2(tl, t2, ...) ..... Let T be the linear transformation on KI[X] 
with standard matrix A', where A' is the transpose of A. Then for any 2, we 
have  
q ;~(X)  = ( Tx  1 )41 ( Tx  2),~2 . . . 
It is well known that any polynomial ring R[x~, x2, ..., xn] over an 
integral domain R is also an integral domain, so that we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let {p~(X)} be a sequence of polynomials of composi- 
tional type with conjugate sequence gl(t~, t2 .... ), g2(t~, t2 .... ) ..... Then 
{Px(JO} is a full degree sequence if and only if the linear matrix of the 
sequence gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2 .... ) .... contains no zero columns. 
Since K[X] is an algebra generated by X, we may also consider the 
extended algebra homomorphism of a linear transformation on KI[X] to 
K[X]. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let T be a linear transformation on KI[X]. Then T 
is an isomorphism on K1 [X] if and only if the standard matrix of T is 
two-sided invertible in the semigroup of row finite matrices. 
DEFINITION 4.9 (Extended Algebra Homomorphism). Let T be a linear 
transformation on KI [X  ]. The extended algebra homomorphism of T 
to K[X], denoted T, is defined as the linear transformation on K[X] 
satisfying 
T(X  "~) = (Tx1) "tl (Tx2)~2.... 
It is not difficult to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let T be a homomorphism on KI[X] and T be its 
extended algebra homomorphism to K[X]. Then ]" is an isomorphism on 
K[X] if and only if T is an isomorphism on KI[X]. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Suppose {p~(X)) is a sequence of polynomials of com- 
positional type and gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2, ...), ... is the conjugate sequence of 
{p2(X)}. I f  gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2, ...), ... is right-sided invertible, then 
{p~(X)} spans K[X]. 
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Proof Let f l ( t l ,  t2, ...), fz(tl ,  t2 .... ), ... be a right-sided inverse of 
gl, g2 ..... Thus, we 
f21F22 . . . 
eXltl+X2t2+= 2 x2 r2=~! 2 P2(S) J I J~  
Since fl(t~, t2, ...), f2(tl, t2, ...), ... is a summabte sequence, the right hand 
side of the above identity is a well-defined formal power series in t~, t2 ,  . . . .  
Expand f~(tl, t2 .... ), f2(tl, t2, ...), ..., and compare the coefficients of JfZ on 
both sides, we see that X ~ is a linear combination of {p~(X)} for all 2. It 
follows that {p;.(X)} spans K[X]. I 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Suppose {p~(X)} is a sequence of polynomials of 
compositional type with conjugate sequence gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2 .... ) ..... 
Let {q~(X)} be the leading sequence of {pa(X)}. Then {q;.(X)} forms a 
basis of K[X] if and only if the sequence gl(tl, t2, ...), g2(tl, t2, ...), ... is 
two-sided invertible. 
For the convenience of applying the preceding results in the next sec- 
tion, we shall use the term graded basis and restate some results in this 
term. 
DEFINITION 4.13 (Graded Basis). Let {px(X)} be a sequence of 
polynomials in K[X]. It is said to be a graded basis if for any n, 
{p;~(X) [ 121 ~< n} forms a basis of the subspace of polynomials whose total 
degrees are not greater than n. 
THEOREM 4.14 (Compositional Basis Theorem). Suppose (px(X)} is a 
sequence of polynomials type with conjugate sequence gi(tl, t2 .... ), 
g2(tl, t2 .... ) ..... Then {p~(X)} forms graded basis of K[X] if and only if 
gl(tl, t2, ...), g2(tl, t2 .... ), ... is two-sided invertible. 
5. BASIC POLYNOMIALS 
We now begin the operator theoretic approach to polynomial sequences 
of compositional type which generalizes the classic umbral calculus. 
DEFINITION 5.1 (Shift and Shift Invariant Operators). Let A be a 
vector (al, a2 .... ) over K. The shift operator E A is defined by 
EAp(X) = p(X+ A), 
582a/64/2-2 
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for any p(X)eK[X] .  An operator T is said to be shift invariant if it 
commutes with all shift operators, i.e., for every shift operator E a, 
TEA= EAT 
Following the common notation, we shall use Dn to denote the partial 
differentiation with respect o x,.  
THEOREM 5.2. An operator S on KE X] is shift invariant if and only if it 
is a formal power series in the differential operators DI, D2 ..... 
By the above theorem, we may associate a formal power series in 
tl, t 2 .... with a shift invariant operator. An immediate consequence of the 
above theorem is that any two shift invariant operators commute. 
DEFINITION 5.3 (Indicator of a Shift Invariant Operator). Let S be a 
shift invariant operator with the following expansion in D1, D2, " 
0 2 
s=Z a2T .  , • 
2>0 
Then we define the indicator of S as the following formal power series 
in T: 
T 2 
Z a2 . 
DEFINITION 5.4 (Delta Operator). A delta operator is a shift invariant 
operator whose indicator is a delta series. Equivalently, we may define a 
delta operator as a shift invariant operator Q such that Qc = 0 for any 
constant c. 
By using indicators of shift invariant operators, we shall define some 
operations on operator in terms of the corresponding operations on their 
indicators. Let Q1, Q2,  ... be a sequence of delta operators and q,(tl, t2, ...) 
be the indicator of Qn. Then the sequence q~(tt, t2, ...), q2(tl, t2 .... ), ... is 
called the indicator sequence of Q1, Q2 ..... We say that Q1, Q2 .... is a 
summable sequence if its indicator sequence is summable. A sequence of 
delta operators is said to be invertible if its indicator sequence is invertible 
in the semigroup of summable sequences of delta series. Let P1, P2, ..- be 
a summable sequence of delta operators with indicator sequence 
pl(t l ,  t2 .... ), p2(tl, t2 . . . .  ) . . . . .  When Q1, Q2, ... is also summable, then the 
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composition of P1, P2,... and Q1, Q2,..., denoted by (P1, P2 .... )° 
(Q~, Q2, ...), is defined as the sequence of delta operators whose indicator 
sequence is 
Pl(ql, q2, ...), P2(ql, q2 .... ) ..... 
We now define the basic set, or the basic sequence of polynomials with 
respect o a summable sequence of delta operators. 
DEFINITION 5.5 (Basic Polynomials). Let Qa, Q2 .... be a sequence of 
delta operators. A polynomial sequence {p;.(X)} is said to be a basic set or 
a basic squence of Q1, Q2 .. . .  if for any n and 2, we have 
Qn pz(X) = 2~ p;._ e,(X), (5.1) 
where p,(X) is treated as zero if # contains any negative component. 
THEOREM 5.6. (a) Let Q1, Q2, ... be an invertible sequence of delta 
operators. Then it has a unique basic sequence {p;~(X)} which is a graded 
basis. Furthermore, {px(X)} is of compositional type. 
(b) I f  {p;.(X)} is a graded basis of compositional type, then it is 
a basic sequence for a unique invertible sequence Qz, Q2 .... of delta 
operators. 
Proof (a) Suppose that {p~(X)} is a basic sequence of Q1, Q2 .. . .  and 
it is also a graded basis. Since Qnpx(X)= ;%p~_e,(X), we have 
and hence for # = ,t, 
Moreover, if # :# 2, 
It follows that 
Q"px(x) = ().)~px_~(x) 
Q~p~(X) = [Q~p~(X) ]x=o = 2!. 
[QUp;.(x)]x= o= O. 
V p~(X) P)'(JO= ~ o #! [Q~P~(X)]x=o" 
Since {p;.(Y)} is a basis of K[X],  for any p(X) we obtain 
V p.(X) p(X) = ~o ~ [Q~p(X)]x=o. 
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Substitute p(X) by p.~(X+ Y), where Y is treated as a constant vector, we 
obtain 
p~(X+ r)= Y PAx) 
~o P! [Q~pz(X+ Y)]x=o- 
Since Q is shift invariant, it follows that 
[Q"px(X+ Y)]x=o = [Q~Erpx(X)]x=o  EEYQ~p)~(X)]x=o 
= [EY(~). p~_AX) ]~=o = (~)~ p~_AY). 
Thus we have 
p~(X+ Y)=~ (2#)p~,(X) p~_~(Y), 
that is, {p~(X)} is of compositional type. Since {px(X)} is a polynomial 
sequence, by Proposition 3.11, there exists a summable sequence of delta 
series gl(t,, t2 .... ), g2(q, t2, ...), ... such that 
T 2 
E p)~(X)  ~ = e Xlgl(tl"t2" ")-~x2g2(t l ' t2'  " )+ "'" 
2t>0 
Apply Q,, to both sides of (5.2), we obtain 
(5.2) 
Hence, 
T ~ T x 
Q,e xlgl+x2g2+'= • Qnp~(X)-~. = ~ 2, P~--e°(X)--~. 
2/>0 2/>0 
T 2 
= t. Z p~(X) -;(.. 
2>/0 
Qne Xlg l+x2g2+ ... ~ tneX lg l+x2g2 + " ' .  (5.3) 
For any 2, it is easy to see that 
~r3.1~ )~2 . . . eXl gl + x2 g2 -4- . .. O2eX lg l+x2g2+ "~,5 ,1  62 
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Let the indicator of Q~ be 
~2~1 ~2 " ' ' "  
2/>0 
Then it follows that 
QneXlg l+x2g2+ "~ 2 a2D2ex lg l+xzg2+ ' 
2>/o 
= Z a;.g~tg~ 2" ' 'ex lg l+x2g2+ 
2/>0 
=fn(gl ,  g2, ...) extg l+x2g2+ ' (5.4) 
Combining (5.3) and (5.4), we get 
fn (g l ( t , ,  t2 . . . .  ), g2(t , ,  t2, ...), ...) = tn, for all n/> 1. (5.5) 
From (5.5), it follows that g l ( t l ,  t 2 .... ), g2( t l ,  t2, ...) .... is a right-sided 
inverse of the sequence f l (q ,  t2,...), f2 ( t l ,  t2 .... ) . . . . .  Since the sequence 
Q1, Q2 .... is invertible, the indicator sequence f l ( t~ ,  t2, ...), f z ( t l ,  t2 ... .  ), ... 
is two-sided invertible. Since g l ( t l ,  t2 .... ), g2(tl, t2 .... ) .... is a summable 
sequence, gt ( t l ,  t2 .... ), g2(t~, t2 .... ) .... is the unique right-sided inverse 
of f l ( t l ,  t2,...), f2(t~, t2 .... ),.... Hence {p).(X)} exists and is uniquely 
determined by QI, Q2 ..... 
(b) Suppose that {p).(X)} is a graded basis of compositional type. By 
Theorem4.14, there exists a unique invertible delta series g l ( t l ,  t2, ...), 
gz(tl, t2, ...), ... such that (5.2) holds. Then it is clear that po(X)= 1 and 
pa(0, 0 .... ) = 0 for all 2 > 0. Since {pz(X)} is a graded basis, it follows that 
the conjugate series &(q ,  t2, ...), g2(ta, t2, ...), ... is two-sided invertible. Let 
f l ( t , ,  t2 .... ), fz ( t~,  t2 .... ) .... be the inverse of gl(tl, t2 .... ), g2(t l ,  t2 .... ), ..., 
and Qn be the delta operator whose indicator is fn ( t l ,  t2 .... ). Thus, similar 
to (5.4) we have 
Q,  e~g'+~ig2+ "'" =f , (g l ,  g2, ...) e~'gl+~2g2+ "'" 
.= tn eXl gl + x2 g2 + •. • 
It follows that Qnp;~(X)=2np;_e , (X) .  The proof of (a) also shows that 
Q1, Q2, ... is the unique sequence of delta operators for the basic sequence 
{p~(X)}. ! 
Because of the above theorem, by the basic sequence of an invertible 
sequence of delta operators we shall mean the unique basic sequence which 
is a graded basis. 
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COROLLARY 5.7. Let {p;~(X)} be a basic sequence of  an invertible 
sequence Q1, Q2 .... o f  delta operators with indicator sequence ql(t l ,  t2 .... ), 
q2(tl, t2,...) .... , and let q~l ( t l ,  t2 .... ), q ; l ( t l ,  t2 .... ) .... be the inverse of  
ql(t , ,  t2 .... ), q2(tl, t2 .... ) . . . . .  Then we have 
T 2 
Z p~(X) ~ = e xl qf'(q, t2, .I + x2q21(t,, t2, ...)+"" 
)~>~0 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let {pa(X)} be a basic sequence of  an invertible 
sequence QI, Q2 .... o f  delta operators with indicator sequence ql(t l ,  t2 .... ), 
q2(tl, t2, ...) ..... Then the coefficient of  xi in p;.(X) equals the coefficient of  
T~/2! in qT~(tl,  t2, .i.). 
6. EXPANSIONS 
A fundamental idea in the classic umbral calculus is that any shift 
invariant operator can be expanded as a power series in a delta operator, 
and the coefficients in the expansion are determined by the basic sequence 
of the delta operator. We shall extend this result to compositional 
sequences. Let Q1, Q2,-.- be a summable sequence of delta operators with 
indicator sequence g l (x l ,x2  .... ), g2(xl,  x> ...) ..... Then we say that 
Q1, Q2, ... is an invertible sequence if its indicator sequence gl(x~, x2 .... ), 
g2(x,,  x2, ...), ... is two sided invertible. 
THEOREM 6.1 (First Expansion Theorem). Let T be a shift invariant 
operator on K[X] ,  and Q1, Q2 .... be an invertible sequence of  delta 
operators with basic set {p~(X)}. Then we have 
Q 2 
T= Z a~-  T, (6.1) 
1/>0 
where a~ = [ Tp~(X) ]x=o and Q~ = Q~,Q~2 . ... 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let T be a linear operator on K[X] .  Suppose that there 
exists an invertible sequence Q1, Q2 .... o f  delta operators which commute 
with T. Then T is shift invariant. 
Given an invertible sequence of delta operators Q1, Q2, ..., we are going 
to show that any operator identity in Q,, Q2 .... is equivalent to an identity 
on formal power series in tl, t2 ..... The following theorem is a formal 
statement of this fact. 
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THEOREM 6.3 (Isomorphism Theorem). Let QI, Q2,... be an invertible 
sequence of delta operators, and F be the ring of formal power series in 
t~, t2 .... over K. Then there exists an isomorphism from F onto the ring ~ of 
shift invariant operators on K[ X], which maps 
T ~ Q;- 
f ( t l ,  t2 .... )= ~, a;-~. T into R= ~ az 2~" 
2/>0 2~>0 
A shift invariant operator T is said to be invertible if there exists a shift 
invariant operator S such that TS = I, where I is the identity map. By the 
above isomorphism theorem we see that a shift invariant operator T is 
invertible if and only if T1 ¢ 0. By using the isomorphism theorem we may 
give a simple proof of Corollary 5.7. 
7. SHEFFER POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we shall give some basic properties of Sheffer polynomials 
which are closely related to sequences of polynomials of compositional 
type. 
DEFINITION 7.1 (Sheffer Polynomials). Suppose {p;~(X)} is a graded 
basis of K[X]. It is called a Sheffer set or a set of Sheffer polynomials 
relative to an invertible sequence Q1, Q2 .... of delta operators if
1. So, o,...(X)=c~O. 
2. Q,s;~(X)=2,S)_e,(X), for any 2~>0 and n~>l. 
We should note that a Sheffer set {s~(X)} does not necessarily satisfy the 
condition s~(0, 0, ...) = 0 for 2 > 0. Also, the condition s0,0, ...(X) = c ~ 0 is 
implied by the assumption that {s~(J()} is a graded basis. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let Q1, Q2,... be an invertible sequence of delta 
operators with basic set {q;.(X)}. Then a graded basis {sz(JO} is a Sheffer 
set of Q1, Q2 .... if and only if there exists an invertible shift &variant 
operator S such that 
s~(X) = s -  lq~.(x). 
As in the classic umbral calculus, the First Expansion Theorem leads to 
the following. 
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THEOREM 7.3 (Second Expansion Theorem). Let Q1, Q2 .... be an 
invertible sequence of delta operators with basic polynomials {q~(X)}, let S 
be an invertible shift invariant operator with Sheffer set {s~(X)}. I f  T is any 
shift &variant operator, and p(X) is any polynomial, the following identity 
holds for all values of the parameter A. 
Tp(X+A) = S ~ s~(A) Q~STp(X). 
~o 2! 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let Q1, Q2,  ... be an invertible sequence of delta 
operators with basic set {q~(X)}, and let {sz(X)} be a set of Sheffer polyno- 
mials relative to Q1, Q2, ... and some invertible shift invariant operator S. 
Then the following identity holds 
s~(X+ Y)= ~ (2#)s,(X)q~_,(Y). 
We now give the converse of the second expansion theorem which will 
be used later in the proof of the plethystic Rodrigues formula. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let T be an invertible shift invariant operator, let 
Qx, Q2 .... be an invertible sequence of delta operators, and let {s~(X)} be a 
Sheffer set. Suppose that 
EAf(x) = S~ s;~(A) Q~Tf(X), (7.3) 
for all polynomials f (X) and all constant sequences A. Then the set {s~(X)} 
is the Sheffer set of T relative to Q1, Q2 ..... 
8. THE UMBRAL COMPOSITION 
Let c~ be the algebra of all linear operators on K[X], and 27 be the 
subalgebra of shift invariant operators on K[X]. The Automorphism 
Theorem of Mullin and Rota [21] can be generalized to K[X]. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let T be an operator in ~,  not necessarily shift invariant. 
Let P1, P2 .... and Q1, Q2 .... be invertible sequences of delta operators with 
basic polynomials p~(X) and q;~(X) respectively. Assume that 
Tp~(X) = qz(X), for all 2 >~ O, 
then T-1 exists and 
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(a) the map S--* TST  -1 is an automorphism on the algebra S. 
(b) T maps every sequence of basic polynomials into a sequence of  
basic polynomials. 
(c) T maps every sequence of  Sheffer polynomials into a sequence of  
Sheffer polynomials. 
(d) T maps an invertible sequence of  delta operators to an invertible 
sequence of  delta operators. 
(e) Let Pl(t l ,  t2 .... ), p2(ti, t2 .... ) .... and ql(t l ,  t2 .... ), q2(tl, t2 .... ),... 
be the indicator sequences of  P1, P2,  ".. and Q1, Q2, .... Let R1, R2, ... be an 
invertible sequence of delta operators with indicator sequence rl(t l ,  t2 .... ), 
r2(tl, t2, ...), ... and basic sequence {r;o(X)}. Then the sequence 
Tr;o(X) = sj.(X) 
is a sequence of basic polynomials for the sequence $1, $2 .... of delta 
operators determined by 
S~=r , (p ;~(Q1,  Q2 .... ), p~I(Q1,  Q2 .... ) .... ), 
where p~l ( t l ,  t2 .... ), p21(t l ,  t2, ...) .... is the inverse sequence of  
p l ( t l ,  t2 .... ), p2(tl, t2 .... ), .... 
Using the above automorphism theorem, we are going to establish the 
umbral composition theorem for two invertible sequences of delta 
operators. Here we shall adopt the following umbral notation for 
polynomials in K[X]  which are indexed by integer compositions: 
)q 3-2 P~(Xi, x2 .... ) =Pl  P2 "" (Xl ,  X2 .. . .  ), 
where Pl, P2 .... is a sequence of abstract letters associated with the polyno- 
mial p;o(X). Sometimes we shall simply use p to denote the sequence 
111, P2, . - -  SO that we may lift subscripts to superscripts as follows 
re(x) = p~(x) .  
Then the compositional identity for {pz(X)} can be written as 
p~(X+ Y) = [p(X) + p(Y)];~. 
In this notation we may define the umbral composition of two basic sets 
{p~(X)} and {q~(J()} as the set {p~(q(X))}, i.e., {p~(ql(X), q2(X) .... )}. If 
we write 
p;.(X)= ~ auX~ , (8.1) 
#~>0 
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then 
p~(q(X))= ~, a~q~(X). 
#>~0 
The above umbral composition is closely related to the composition of two 
sequences of delta operators. 
THEOREM 8.2. (Umbral Composition Theorem). Suppose P1, P2 .... and 
Q1, Q2 .... are invertible sequences of delta operators with basic sets {p~(X)} 
and {qz(X)}. Let 
s~(X) =p).(ql(X), qz(X) .... ). 
Then {s~(X)} is a basic set. Let $1, $2 .... be the sequence of delta operators 
of {s~(X)}. Then Sa, S2 .... is the composition of (P1,P2,...) and 
(Q1, Q2, ...). 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let {p~(X)} be a basic set. Then there exists a basic 
set {q~(X)} such that 
p~(ql(X), q2(X) .... ) = q~(pl(X), p2(X), ...) = X); (8.2) 
for any 2 >~ O. 
The sequence {g;~(X)} in the above corollary is called the inverse set of 
THEOREM 8.4 (Summation Formula). Suppose {px(X)} is the basic set 
of a sequence P1, P2 .... of delta operators, {q;.(X)} is the inverse set of 
{px(X)} and 01, Q2, ... is the inverse sequence of P1, P2 ..... Then we have 
Proof 
p;~(X) = ~ [Q"X~]x=o ~I. " 
#>~0 
First we express pa(X) as 
We shall prove 
p (X) = [D p (X)3x=o 
#>~0 
[D"p~(X)]x=o = [Q"X~]x=o . (8.3) 
Let T be the linear operator defined by TX~=p~(X). Then we have 
Tq~(X) = X ~. Hence 
TQ. T 1U = TQ.qz(X) = 2. Tq~_e.(X) = .~.X ~-e". 
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It follows that D n = TQ~ T-1 and D "= TQ~'T - ~. Hence 
D'p2(X) = TQ~T- lp~(X)= TQ~'X ;'. 
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(8.4) 
Since T1 = 1 and [TX;~]x=o = px(0, 0 .... )= 0, for any polynomial p(X) we 
have 
[ rp (x ) ]x=o = [p (X) ]x=0.  (8.5) 
Thus (8.3) follows from (8.4) and (8.5). | 
9. POLYNOMIALS OF PLETHYSTIC TYPE 
DEFINITION 9.1 (Verschiebung Operator and Fr6benius Operator). 
For any integer composition 4, the Verschiebung operator V, is defined 
by 
G(,~)  = (0, 0 .. . .  , ;tl, 0, 0, ..., & .... ). 
n n 
We shall also use 2 ~n) to denote Vn(2 ). The nth Fr6benius operator Fn is 
defined by 
F ,g( t l ,  t 2 .... ) = g(t~, t2,, ...), 
for all formal power series g(tl, t2, ...). 
Let T= (tl, t2, ...) be a sequence of variables and 2 = (21, "~2, '") be a 
composition of an integer. Then we have the following relation between the 
Verscheibung operator and the Fr6benius operator: 
T~;"~=FnT;.= )~1 ).2 )~3 and 2{~}1=2T tn  t2n  t3n  " " " " " " 
If an integer composition 2 can be written as #(~} for some n, then 2 
is said to be of step n, and # is called the reduced composition of 2 of 
step n. Analogously, we may define the Verschiebung operator on com- 
positions of finite sets, and reduced compositions of step n. By the com- 
binatorial interpretation of plethysm of formal power series in infinitely 
many variables [-41, we are led to the following notion of plethystically 
enriched functions. 
DEFINITION 9.2 (Plethystically Enriched Functions). Let N be a delta 
compositional and Nk be the reduced compositional of N of step k. Then 
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an (N1,  N 2 ....  )-enriched function from a composition to a composition is 
called a plethystically enriched function by the compositional N. 
DEFrNITION 9.3 (Sequence of Polynomials of Plethystic Type). A 
sequence {p~(X)} of polynomials is said to be of plethystic type if pa(X) 
counts the number of certain kind of plethystically enriched functions from 
a composition of type 2 to a composition of type X. 
Since there are only a finite number of reduced compounds of a composi- 
tion, if {px(X)} is a sequence of formal polynomials of plethystic type, then 
p~(X) must be a polynomial for any 2. 
PROVOSITION 9.4. A sequence {p~(X)} of polynomials is of  plethystic 
type if and only if there exists a delta series g(tl ,  t2, ...) such that 
~2 p2(X) ~. =eXlFlg(tl,t2,...)+ xzF2g(tl,t2,...)+ "" ' 
where Fn is the Fr6benius operator on tx, t2 ..... 
DEFINITION 9.5 (Plethystic Conjugate Series). In the above proposi- 
tion, the series g(tl ,  t2 . . . .  ) is called the plethystic onjugate series of the 
plethystic sequence {px(X) }. 
DEFINITION 9.6 (Versehiebung Condition). Let {p;~(X)} be a sequence 
of polynomials. It is said to satisfy the Verschiebung condition if 
1. px(X {n}) = 0 whenever 2 is not of step n, 
2. p;~{°}(X{n})=p;.(X) for all 2 and n. 
THEOREM 9.7. A polynomial sequence {p;~(X)} is of plethystic type if and 
only if it is of  compositional type and satisfies the Verschiebung condition. 
Proof. First we prove the sufficiency. Suppose that {pa(X)} is of 
compositional type and satisfies the Verschiebung condition. Then there 
exists a summable sequence of delta series g~(t,, t 2 . . . .  ), gz(t~, t2, ...) .... 
such that 
T x 
p~(xl, x2 ' ...) -~. = eXlgl(tl,t2, ...)+ x2gz(tl,t2, ...)+ ... 
Given any n, by setting all x; to zero for n X i in the above identity, we 
obtain 
T ~ 
p;.(O, 0 ..... x , ,  O, O, ..., x2,, ...) ~.  = e x"g"(''''2' . )+ x2,gz~(t,,,2, ..)+ .. 
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By the Verschiebung condition, it follows that 
T;.{ n} 
eXngn(tl't2'"')+x2ng2n(tl't2"'")+ "= E P;.("}(X{n}) )~{n}T 
21>0 
(F. T) ~ 
= E P2(Xn  'x2  . . . . .  ) - -  
That is 
eXn gn(q, t2, ...) 4- X2n g2n(tl, t2, ...) + • - • ~ eXnF~ gl(t l ,  t2, ...) + x2nFn g2(tl, t2, ,..) + - • • 
Setting X2n, X 3 . . . . .  to zero, we have g, (q ,  t2, . . . )=F~gl ( t l ,  t 2 .... ). Thus, 
{p~.(X)} is of plethystic type. 
Next we prove the necessity. Suppose that there exists a delta series 
g(q ,  t 2 .... ) such that 
T 2 
Z PA(X)  -~. = eXlF1 g(tl't2" "'') + x2F2g(tl' t2' "'') -b - - .  (9 .1 )  
2 
Given any n, by setting x~ to zero for all n ~' i, we obtain 
T 2 
E p2(  0 ,  o ,  ..., Xn,  O, O, X2n , ...) ~( .= e x"F~g(tl"t2' ...)+x2~F2, g(tbt2, ...)+ ... 
2 
Substituting x, by x,n, and tk by t~k for all k in (9.1), it follows that 
(9.2) 
p~(xn, x2 . . . . .  ) ( In  T) ;~ _ eX, F ° g(tl, t2 ' ...) + x2nF2n g(tl, 12,--.) +""  (9.3) 
Compar ing (9.2) with (9.3), we have that 
p;~(0, 0, ..., xn, 0, 0, x2n, ...) = 0 if 2 is not of step n. 
Thus, we may rewrite (9.2) as follows 
y~ p~,,;(o, o, ..., x , ,  o, o, x2 ... . .  ) (F ,T )~ 
j~ 2! 
= eX.Fn g(tl ,  t2, ...) + x2nF2n g(tl, t2, ...) + "" (9.4) 
Compar ing (9.3) and (9.4), we obtain 
p~,~(O, O, ..., x~, O, O, x2 . . . . .  ) = p~(x~, x2 . . . . .  ), 
that is, p~n}(X{n})= p~(X).  | 
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The above Theorem 9.7 can also be stated in the following form: 
THEOREM 9.7'. A polynomial sequence {p~(X)} is of plethystic type if 
and only if it is of compositional type and satisfies the following conditions: 
1. p).(O, 0 ..... xn, O, O, ...) = 0 whenever 2 is not of step n. 
2. p).(,~(O,O ..... xn, O,O .... )=px(xn, O,O .... )for all 2andn. 
By Theorem 4.16 and the fact that a delta series g(tl, t2 .... ) is plethysti- 
cally invertible if and only if the coefficient of tl in g(tl, t2 .... ) is nonzero 
[4], we have the following characterization f a plethystic sequence which 
forms a basis of K[X]. 
PROPOSITION 9.8 (Plethystic Basis Theorem). Let {pz(X)} be a 
sequence of polynomials of plethystic type. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent 
1. {px(X)} forms a basis of K[X]. 
2. p el ( )(]) -7 k O. 
3. The plethystic conjugate series of {pa(X)} is plethystically 
invertible. 
EXAMPLE 9.9 (Divisor Polynomials). Let 
p~(X)= ~ xa and 
din 
q~(X)  = O~(X)  ~ q,~(X) x~.. -. 
Then it is easy to verify that {q)~(X)} is a full sequence of plethystic type 
with plethystic onjugate series g(tl, t2 .... ) = tl + t2 + "... 
DEFINITION 9.10 (Plethystic Delta Operator). A plethystic delta 
operator is a shift invariant operator Q such that QXl is a nonzero constant. 
It is easy to show that if Q is a delta operator, then Qa = 0 for every 
constant a. Thus, a shift invariant operator Q is a plethystic delta operator 
if and only if its indicator is a delta series in which the coefficient of Xl is 
nonzero. 
DEFINITION 9.11 (Fr6benius Operator on Delta Operators). 
delta operator with the following expansion 
0 2 
Q= Z a~-~.~. 
2/>0 
Let Q be a 
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The nth Fr6benius operator F~ on Q is defined by 
21 22 
Dn D2n . . .  
F~Q= Z a~ 2! 
2/>0 
If no confusion arises, we shall simply use Q~ to denote F, Q. We shall 
also call Q~, Q2 .... the plethystic operator sequence of an operator Q. 
DEFINITION 9.12 (Plethystic Basic Sequence of a Delta Operator). Let 
Q be a delta operator and let Q,=FnQ. A sequence {p2(X)} of polyno- 
mials is said to be a plethystic basic sequence of Q if 
Qn p2(X) = 2n p2- e,(X) '
From the theory of compositionals [4], we have shown that for 
any plethystic delta series g(t~,t2 .... ), the sequence F~g(tl, t2,...), 
F2g(tl, t2, ...) .... is two-sided invertible in the semigroup of summable 
sequences of delta series. Thus, by Theorem 5.6 we have 
THEOREM 9.13. (a) Let Q be a plethystic delta operator. Then it has a 
unique plethystic basic sequence {p~(Z)} which is a basis of KEX]. Further- 
more, {p~(X)} is of plethystic type. 
(b) I f  {p~(X)} is a full sequence of plethystic type, then it is a 
plethystic basis sequence for a unique plethystic delta operator. 
From now on, we shall call the plethystic sequence {p;~(X)} determined 
by Q in the above theorem the plethystic basic sequence of Q. 
COROLLLARY 9.14. Let Q be a plethystic delta operator with indicator 
q(tl, t2 .... ). Let {p~(X)} be the plethystic basic sequence of Q. Then we 
have 
T 2 
= e xlF q-x '1"2, + x2F q +.  
2/>0 
where q-~(tl, t2, ...) is the plethystic inverse of q(tl, t2, ...). 
COROLLARY 9.15. Let Q be a delta operator with indicator q(tl, t2 .... ). 
Let {p2(X)} be the plethystic basic sequence of Q. Then the coefficient of x~ 
in p2(X) is the coefficient of T~/2! in q- l ( t l ,  t2 .... ). 
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10. THE PLETHYSTIC TRANSFER FORMULA 
In this section we shall derive some closed forms for plethystic basic 
polynomials of a delta operator of the form D~ P, where P is an invertible 
shift invariant operator. We shall use x i to denote the linear operator 
xi: p(X) xip(X), 
for any p(X)eK[X] .  Note that x~ is not shift invariant. We define the 
Pincherle derivative ~. on shift invariant operators as follows 
t~iT= Txi-- xi T. 
For i = 1, we shall simply write 
T' = Tx  1 - -  X 1 T. 
It is straightforward to show the following. 
PROPOSITION 10.1. Let ~ be the Pineherle derivative. Then 
D~xi -- x iD,  = Oi D~. 
By the above proposition, for any shift invariant operator T, O~T is also 
a shift invariant operator. Moreover, if T has indicator f(t~, t2, ...), then 
O~T has indicator Dtif(t 1, t2 .... ), where Dti denotes the partial derivative 
on t~. By the isomorphism theorem it follows that 
O~(TS) = O,(T)S+ TOi(S). 
In particular, 
(TS)' = T'S+ TS'. 
By using the Pincherle derivative we are going to generalize the classic 
transfer formula and the Rodrigues formula to a plethystic basic sequence 
of a plethystic delta operator of the form D 1 P, where P is an invertible shift 
operator. 
THEOREM 10.2 (The Plethystic Transfer Formula). Let P be an inver- 
tible shift invariant operator, and {p~(X)} be the plethystic basic set of the 
plethystic delta operator Q =D1P. Let Pn denote Fn(P). Then we have 
1. p.~(X)=1-TI,:~.>~1 Fn(Q') P~ ~-IX~. 
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wa,~--An An --An An-- 1 ]. 2. pA(X) = H.:A.>I 1 L l "n  Xn  - -  8,(P, ) x,  
~-A, ~,,-z (the pIethystic transfer formula). 3. p;~(X)=I-L:;.,>~xXnr~ x,  
(Note that the products in (1)-(3) are not in general commutative.) 
Proof. First we show that (1) and '(2) define the same polynomial 
sequence. Clearly, for any i, FiP is a formal power series on D~, D~+ 1, ...- 
So for any i>  n, Pi can be regarded as a constant for the Pincherle 
derivative 8n, and for any i<n, x~ can be regarded as a constant for P,.  
Thus we have 
l~  t - -  An 1 F.(Q ) Pn = 
n:An~> 1 
It follows that 
~[ F.(D1P)' P2 A" 
n:An>~ 1
= l-[ Fn(D ' I  P+njJllDl]p-An-l] an 
n:An>~ 1
= H (P .+D.~?.P . )P2 A"-I 
n:An>~ 1
= l~ [P2 A"-PffA"-I(~nPn) Dn] 
n:An>~l 
n:An>~ 1 }~n 
I~ Fn(Q')P2 A° 1X2= IF[ Lffnr'n-AnXngn __ ~n(p2)m)  XnAn--1]. 
n:An>~ 1 n:An~> 1 
This proves that (1) and (2) are equivalent. By the definition of 3n, we have 
F I  An An --'~n [Pn " x;~ - 8.(P n  ) ~n- 2n 1-I 
n:in>~ l
H r r~--An 2n 2n 1] = Lr .  x .  - -  (P~-~"x . -  x.Pff;") x. 
n:£n~>l 
= lq  x.P;A"x# -1. 
n:ln>~ 1 
It follows that (3) is equivalent to (1) and (2). Now let's write 
qA(X)= H F.(Q')Pff  "~'-~X~, 
n:ln>~ l
for 2 >0 and define qo, o,...(X)= 1. We aim to show that pA(X)= qA(X). 
Since Q=D1P, for any i such that 2i~>2, we have Fi(Q) qA(X)= 
DiPiqA(X), which equals 
582a/64/2-3 
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l~ [Fn(Q,)pn2~-lx~n]DiPiFi(Q,).~ 2i--1 2i -t" i X i 
n<i:2n>~l 
x I~ [F,(Q') n-z"-  1 l~n Xn  2nl  J 
n > i:2n>~ l
H t 2n 1 2n [Fn(Q ) Pn X, ] 2iFi(Q' ) P;;'~x¢ ~ a 
n<i:2n>~l 
X H t -- 2n -- 1 2n [F,(Q ) P. x, ] 
n>i:2n>~l 
= 1-[ L(Q')PY~"-~P~D~ X2
n:Xn~> 1
= 2iq~-e~(X). 
For 2~ = 0, it is easy to see that D~P~q~(X)= 0. Now suppose that 2~ = 1. 
From the above proof of the equivalence of (1) and (2), Fi(Q) q~(X) equals 
]-[ [Fn(Q') n - i .  - i  .~.~ r .  x. ] D~P~[PZlxi - ~i(P71) x °] 
n<i:2n>~l 
× ]-I [ L (Q ' )  rn  2n- lx2nn]" 
n>i:2n>~l 
and D~P~O~(Pil)I=O, it follows that DePeq~(X) Since DiPiPflxi = 1 
equals 
]-I [F,(Q') P~2"- a_ ~.1 X , l  1-[ [Fn(Q') Pn--&--l-Znn~n I 
n<i:2n>~l n>i:2n>~l 
= l~ [F,(Q') P,i"-lx~"] 
n#i :2n>~l  
= 2iq~_ ei(X). 
Therefore, we have shown that for any 2 > 0, Fi(Q) q)o(X)= 2eq~-ei(X). By 
(3) we see that q~(0, 0, ...) = 0 for any 2 > 0. It also follows from (3) that the 
leading term of p2(X) is X ~. So {p)~(X)} forms a basis of K[X]. Hence 
q~(X) is the plethystic basic sequence of Q. By the uniqueness of 
the plethystic basic sequence of a plethystic delta operator, we have 
p~(X)=qz(X), i.e., (1)-(3) hold. | 
0 Since P , - / ,  the transfer formula for Q = DaP can be rewritten as 
p~(X) [I n_~° ~.-1 X n_P" n X n • 
n>~l 
We shall use the converse of the second expansion theorem to prove a 
plethystic analog of the Rodrigues formula. Given an integer composition 
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2= (21, 22, ...), we say that 2 is of rankn if n is the smallest number such 
that 2n ¢ 0. We shall use p(2) to denote the rank of 2, and the rank of 
(0, 0 .... ) is defined to be Go. 
THEOREM 10.3 (Plethystic Rodrigues Formula). Let P be an invertible 
shift invariant operator, and {p;.(X)} be the plethystic basic set of the 
plethystic delta operator Q =D~P. Then for any 2 of rank n we have 
px(X) = x,(FnQ') -1 p,~_e , (X) .  
Proof Let f(t~, t 2 .... ) be the indicator of the operator P, and 
g(tl, t2, ...) be the plethystic inverse of the series t l f(t~, t2, ...). Thus, 
g(tl, t2, ...) f (F ,  g, F2g .... )= t~. Let h(t~, t2, ...)= 1If(F1 g, Fzg, ...). Then 
we have 
T;" px(X) ~. = e xlqFlh<tl't2' ...)+xzt2F2h<tl,t2, ...)+ ... 
2~>0 
Suppose 2 is an integer composition of rank n. Then the terms 
xitiFih(tl, t2,...) ( i<n)  in the exponent do not contribute to p~(X). 
Moreover, p;.(X) is a polynomial containing the factor xn. Also, for any 2 
of rank at least n, p~(X) is a polynomial in K[xn, x,+~,...]. Thus 
p;(xz, x2, ...)=p:~(0, ..., 0, xn, Xn+l .... ) for any p(2)~>n. Since the linear 
matrix of the indicator sequence of F,(Q), F~+I(Q) .... is an exactly upper 
triangular matrix, it follows that {p:,(X)[p(2)>~n} forms a basis of 
K[xn, Xn+l .... ]. Let A = (0, ..., 0, an, an+~ .... ) be any constant vector. Now 
let's restrict ourselves to K[xn, xn+~, ...]. By the first expansion theorem 
we have 
EA = ~, p~(A) . 
2! Q"' p(2)~>n 
and taking the Pincherle derivative ~n of both sides, we get 
an EA= Z p~(A) p(~)>~n 2! 2nQ~-en~?nFn(Q) 
= ~ P;'(A)2nQ;-e"~nFn(Q) 
p()o) >I n 2 ! 
2n >~ 1 
p,.(A) 
= Z (~---~)! Q~ e, OnF,(Q). 
p(2)  =n 
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Since p~(X) contains a factor x, for p(2)= n, it follows that 
E a = ~ affJP~(A) Q,~-e. 8,F~(Q) 
p(~) =, (2 - e,)! 
a~lp~+e,(A) Q~ 
= Z 2! 8,F,(Q). 
p(2)~>n 
By the converse of the second expansion theorem, we obtain that 
{x~ lp)~ + e,(X) } is the Sheffer set of the invertible shift invariant operator 
8,F,(Q) = F,(Q') relative to the invertible sequence F,(Q), F,+I(Q) .... of 
delta operators on K[x,, x, +1, ...]. Hence 
xn lP2+e, (X)  = (F,(Q'))-~p)~(X). |
11. THE PLETHYSTIC ABEL POLYNOMIAL 
In this section, we shall give a plethystic generalization of the classic 
Abel polynomial 
An(x; a) = x(x - an) n 1. 
Analogous to the combinatorial interpretation of the Abel polynomial in 
terms of forests of rooted trees, it turns out that our plethystic Abel poly- 
nomial has a combinatorial interpretation i  terms of plethystic forests, a 
notion introduced in [4]. From the umbral calculus point of view, the Abel 
polynomial is the basic polynomial of the delta operator DE-a. This leads 
to the following definition of the plethystic Abel polynomial. 
DEFINITION 11.1. Let B = (b~, b2, ...) be a vector over the field K, and 2 be 
any integer composition. The plethystic Abel polynomial A;~(B; X) is defined 
as the plethystic basic polynomial of the plethystic delta operator D1Ee. 
We obtain an explicit formula for the plethystic Abel polynomial: 
THEOREM 11.2. For any integer composition 2, we have ( )( ;1 
A~(X;B)= IX x i -  Z b,/d2d Xi-- Z bi/d2a • (11.1) 
i~l  d[i,d<i d[i 
We will prove Theorem 11.2 by using the plethystic transfer formula. We 
remark that the Theorem 11.2 can also be proved by using the plethystic 
Rodrigues formula, or by directly verifying that Ax(X; B) is the plethystic 
basic sequence of the operator DxEB. 
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Proof of Theorem 11.2. Let P = E ~. Then Q = D~P, and we have 
p[Xi = ETbl~Ezib2:.,.... 
By the plethystic transfer formula, it follows that 
A~(X; B )= 1~ 
i>~1 
=II 
i>~1 
i~ l  
21. 2i-- 1 
x iP i  ~ i  
x (E-blXE b22i - 2i 1 
i \  i 2i " " ") ~'i 
( E iE~,,, ~<, - b,/~:'ax i) (EZi ~,, - x ia'- ~ )
: gl E hi/.:., x , -  E b,/.;. I 
i ) l  d l i ,  d< i  / d l i  
The following is the celebrated i entity of Abel, which is a generalization 
of the binomial theorem: 
k=0 
(11.2) 
In the umbral calculus of Rota et al., it was noted that Abel's identity 
immediately follows from the first expansion theorem. Following this 
philosophy, we are led to a plethystic generalization of Abel's identity by 
using our First Expansion Theorem. Given a plethystic delta operator Q, 
the plethystic sequence Q~, Q2 .... is an invertible sequence of delta 
operators. Hence the First Expansion Theorem as well as the Second 
Expansion Theorem holds for the sequence Q1, Q2 ..... 
THEOREM 11.3 (Plethystic Generalization ofAbel's Identity). Given any 
integer composition 2, we have the following identity: 
IV[ (xi+y;) ~'= Z ('~)[I(xi- Z u~/.z.) 
i>~ l t~<~), i>~ l dl  i, d< i  
. 
(11.3) 
Proof Let T be the shift-invariant operator E ~, and Q be the plethystic 
delta operator D~E z. Thus, the plethystic basic polynomials of Q are the 
plethystic Abel polynomials {A~(X; Z)}. Moreover, 
[TA;o(X; Z)]x=o = [A~(X+ Y; Z)]x=o = Aj.(Y; Z). 
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Thus, by the first expansion theorem for the plethystic sequence Q1, Q2 .... , 
we obtain 
Q~ Q, 
EY= ~ ~.[EYA~(X;Z)]x=o = Z --~.A~(Y;Z). 
tt>~O #>~0 " 
Applying the above operator identity to the polynomial X"~, we get 
(X+ Y)Z= ~ - - - sA . ( r ;Z ) .  (11.4) 
/~>~0 
Since 
it follows that 
Q~= H (D~E~E~ "'')~ 
i>~1 
i ~2 i  ~3 i  """  
i>~ l i~  l 
= D~ H EF ~''i~, 
i>~l 
Q "Xx -- H EZi ali"i/azaDuX~ 
i>~ l 
i~>l 
Combining the above identity and (11.4), we get 
Thus, (11.3) follows by exchanging X and Y. | 
Next we give the plethystic inverse Abel polynomial. Let {A~(X; B)} be 
the inverse set of the sequence of plethystic Abel polynomials, i.e., for any 
2~>0, the umbral composition A~(A(X;B))=X ~. By the Automorphism 
Theorem the plethystic inverse Abel polynomial can also be understood as 
the basic polynomial of the plethystic delta operator f - I (D1 ,D 2 .... ), 
where f - l ( t~, t  2 .... ) is the plethystic inverse of the delta series 
tie b~tl+b2t2+ ". By the summation formula (Theorem 8.4), we may prove 
the following: 
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THEOREM 11.4 (The Plethystic Inverse Abel Polynomial). Let A;.(X; B) 
be the plethystic inverse Abel polynomial Then we have 
O<~l.t<~£ i>~l i 
For the Abel polynomial in one variable, the inverse relation can be 
written in the following form: 
O~<k~<n 
For the plethystic Abel polynomial the inverse relation can be stated as 
0~<,tt ~< ~. i>~l i d l i ,  d< i  
(xi ,~ 1 -- ~ ,Ui/dZ d) • × 
The Abel polynolmial A,(x, -1), or simply An(x), is known to be the 
generating function of forests of rooted trees on n vertices, i.e., suppose T,~,~ 
is the number forests on n vertices with k components, then 
A,(x)= ~, T,,k xk. 
l<~k<~n 
Let H,,k be the number of forests of k rooted trees of height at most one 
on n vertices. Then the inverse Abel polynomial is the generation function 
of H,,k: 
~.(x)= y~ H.,kx k. 
l<~k<~n 
To conclude this paper, we show that the plethystic Abel polynomial 
A~(X;-J) where J=(1 ,  1 .... ), is the generating function of plethystic 
forests on a composition of type 2. In particular, the coefficient of xl in 
A,ffX, - J )  is the number of plethystic trees on a composition of type 2. 
Moreover, the inverse plethystic Abel polynomial ,4;~(X; - J )  turns out to 
count the number of plethystic forests of height at most one on a composi- 
tion of type 2. For simplicity, we shall write A ffX) for A~(X; -J),  and 
_~;~(X) for A~(X; - J ) .  Using the classic Abel polynomial, A~(X) can be 
expressed as 
i~  d l i ,  d<i  
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Let us recall the definition of plethystic trees and plethystic forests 
introduced in [4]. 
DEFINITION 11.5 (Plethystic Coloring of a Rooted Tree). A plethystic 
coloring of a labeled tree T with root r, is an assignment of Verschiebung 
operators to the vertices of T (two vertices may have the same 
Verschiebung operator), and the root r has Verschiebung operator V1. 
A Verschiebung operator V~ on a vertex u acts like an operator of multi- 
plying the colors of every vertex in the subtree rooted at u by the factor i. 
We assume that every vertex in a rooted tree has initial color 1. 
In the above definition, if Vii, Vi2, -.., Vik is the sequence of Verschiebung 
operators on the path from a vertex u to the root r, then the vertex u must 
have color ixi2"" ik, which will be called the Verschiebung color of u. 
DEFINITION 11.6 (Plethystic Trees). Let C: E 1 + E 2 + "-- be a composi- 
tion such that E~ ~ ~.  Then a plethystic tree T on C is a rooted tree on 
E with a consistent plethystic oloring. In other words, for any vertex u 
with Verschiebung color i, we have u ~ Ei. 
A composition C: E l+E2+- - "  can be regarded as a colored set by 
assuming that the elements in E,. have color i. We shall say that an element 
in E; has composition color i. Then a plethystic tree can be regarded as a 
plethystically colored tree on a composition such that for any vertex its 
composition color coincides with its Verschiebung color. Note that a vertex 
has two kinds of colors, one is the composition color and the other is the 
Verschiebung color. 
DEFINITION 11.7 (Plethystic Forests). Let C: E 1+E2+ ..- be a 
composition. A plethystic forest on C is a forest on the underlying set of 
C such that every tree is plethystically colored, and for every vertex its 
composition color coincide with its Verschiebung color. 
We have proved the following formula in [4], here we may derive it 
from the plethystic Abel polynomial. 
PROPOSITION 11.8. The number of plethystic trees on a composition of 
type 2 equals the coefficient of xl in Az(X), that is 
i~  d [ i ,d<i  i 
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Proof Let r;o be the number of plethystic trees on a composition of type 
2, and let R(tl, t2, ...) be the generating function of rx, i.e., 
T 2 
R(tx, .... ) = Z r2 ;U.,' 
2~>0 
From the theory of compositionals, we have the following equation 
R(T) = tl etl+ t2+. . . (R (T ) ) .  
Thus R(T) is the plethystic inverse of the series tie t~-t2 . . . .  By 
Corollary 9.14, it follows that 
T 2 
A ~(X) - -=  e xlFtR(T)+ x2F2R(T)+ " ' "  (11.5) 
2/>0 
By Corollary 9.15, the coefficient of Tx/2! in R(T) equals the coefficient of 
xl in A;.(X). | 
Let C be a composition of type 2 and # be an integer composition. We 
shall use f2,, to denote the number of plethystic forests on C in which there 
are #i trees whose roots are assigned Verschiebung operator V~, and we 
shall call # the type of such plethystic forests. Let fa(X) be the generating 
function of f;.,~, namely, 
A(x) = Z A ,5  
#>0 
THEOREM 11.9. Let f~(X) be the generating function of the number of 
plethystie forests on a composition of type 2 as deft'ned above. Then f~(X) 
equals the plethystic Abel polynomial A~(X). 
Proof Let R(T) be the generating function of the number of plethystic 
trees. Then we have (11.5). So we may treat the geneating function of 
A~.(X) as the plethystic composition of the series eXl~l+x2t2+= 
Z~>~oXaT2/,~! and the series R(T). Given a reduced compound 
P1 + P2 nt- " '"  of a composition C with each composition in Pi endowed 
with the structure of a plethytic tree, if we assign the Verschiebung 
operator Vi on the root of any plethystic tree on a composition in Pi, then 
what we obtain is exactly a plethystic forest. Moreover, the type of the 
reduced compound P1 + P2- I -  - - -  as a composition coincides with the type 
/~ of the resulting plethystic forest. | 
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COROLLARY 11.10. The number of plethystic forests on a composition of 
type 2 in which there are #i trees whose roots have Verschiebung operator Vi 
equals 
- 1 + \ /  \ ;~ i -~ i - '  
i~>~lI(d~li~d)ai--'ui(l~i 1)(dli~,d<i~d)~d~lil~d) ' (~,/~ 1)]. 
By Theorem 3.16, the plethystic Abel polynomial Az(X) can also be 
interpreted as the number of functions from a composition of type 2 to a 
composition of type X enriched by the compositional offorests of plethystic 
trees. Note that the notion of a forest of plethystic trees is difference from 
that of a plethystic forest. A forest of plethystic trees is a special plethystic 
forest in which the root of every component has Verschiebung operator V1. 
THEOREM 11.11. The plethystic Abel polynomial A~(X) counts the 
number of functions from a composition of type 2 to a composition of type 
X enriched by the compositional of forests ofplethystic trees. 
Finally, we give combinatorial interpretations of the plethystic inverse 
Abel polynomial 
= £ I1 ) x.. 0~<#~<2 i>~l i #d 
Let g~,~ be the number of plethystic forests of height at most one on a 
composition of type 2 in which there are #/components whose roots are 
assigned Verschiebung operator Vi. Let g~(X) be the generating function of 
g,~,~,, i.e., 
gAX)= Y, g~,~X ~. 
,u>0 
THEOREM 11.12. Let g)o(X) be the generating function of the number of 
plethystic forests of height at most one on a composition of type 2. Then 
g~(X) equals the plethystie inverse Abel polynomial ,4 ~(X). 
Akin to Theorem 11.11, we have 
THEOREM 11.13. The plethystic inverse Abel polynomial A~(X) counts the 
number of functions from a composition of type 2 to a composition of type 
X enriched by the compositional of forests ofplethystic trees of height at 
most one. 
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